Adam Smith’s Marketplace of Life

Adam Smith wrote two books, one about economics and the other about morality. His *An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations* argues for a largely free-market economy, while his *The Theory of Moral Sentiments* argues that human morality develops out of a mutual sympathy that people seek with one another. How do these books relate to each other? How do markets and morality mix? James R. Otteson provides a comprehensive examination and interpretation of Smith’s moral theory and shows how his conception of the nature of morality applies to his understanding of markets, language, and other social institutions. Considering Smith’s notions of natural sympathy, the impartial spectator, human nature, and human conscience, the author also addresses the issue of whether Smith thinks that moral judgments enjoy a transcendent sanction. Professor Otteson sees Smith’s theory of morality as an institution that develops unintentionally but nevertheless in an orderly way according to a market model. This model underlies Smith’s understanding of economic markets, languages, systems of jurisprudence, and social institutions generally. The book also compares Smith’s project with contemporary work on ethical judgment and the origin of human social institutions.

Prospective readers of this important study will be found among philosophers and economists as well as political and legal theorists.

James R. Otteson is Associate Professor of Philosophy, University of Alabama.
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Preface

This book had its beginnings several years ago as a dissertation in the philosophy department of the University of Chicago. I was and am still interested in the origins of moral judgment, particularly in the commonplace phenomenon of shared standards of moral judgment in human communities. Where did these standards come from? Why did they arise? How are they justified? I first became interested in these questions by reading Hume’s second Enquiry, which, it seemed to me, contained hints of an evolutionary explanation—but only the hints. When I discovered that Smith was a close friend of Hume’s and that Hume read and admired Smith’s work, I decided to read The Theory of Moral Sentiments (TMS) to see whether there was anything of value in it. I could not believe my eyes: here was a good—indeed, great—work in moral philosophy, and yet so few moral philosophers read it, let alone studied it.

I decided to study it. TMS became the centerpiece of my dissertation, then of several journal articles, and now of this, my first book. I attempt here to give a comprehensive, faithful interpretation of TMS and to relate what I see as its central methodological program to other central parts of Smith’s work. Some elements of this book were present in my dissertation, but the majority of it is new, and in any case I have changed my mind about many things since I wrote the dissertation. I do not fancy myself to have now given the final word on the matter; on the contrary, I see this book as only the first step in a long line of much more detailed and particular investigation. But I hope that it is
x
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sufficiently suggestive to inspire others—particularly philosophers—to read and study Smith, and I hope that it in some measure indicates just how much Smith’s work has to offer.
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